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Phantasm 
By James McGuire 

 
The Free Dictionary defines phantasm1: “Something apparently seen but having no physical 

reality; a phantom or an apparition. 2. An illusory mental image.” 

 

I received an email noting, “thanks to April Charney for bringing attention to a U.S. Department 

of Housing and Urban Development letter dated November 20, 2006 (Mortgage Letter 2006-28) 

addressed to ALL APPROVED MORTGAGEES.” If HUD represents authority over the Note 

Holder as this letter suggests, then such agency under HUD’s oversight should be the secured 

party of the Note; and as such, would it not follow that one of the agencies should be the 

Mortgagee of record to be in possession of a secured indebtedness? I have not seen Fannie 

Mae’s, Freddie Mac’s or Ginnie Mae’s names perfected in public records as a secured party to a 

note. The first common appearance of records naming these parties can usually be found in the 

foreclosure deeds tendering title, and usually further identified in eviction notices where these 

same parties claim they were the beneficiary under the security instrument.   

 

In the past week others reported that a lawmaker made statements that a veteran on disability is 

second tier to the raising the deficit ceiling. 

 

Millions of American people are receiving solicitations from lawmakers urging donations. Are 

these requests really seeking donations, or is it possible that the financial requests are an 

illusionary diversion to determine potential votes? This author tends to lean to the latter. 

 

The long and short of this country depends upon its leaders and lawmakers. The long, lawmakers 

need to again place the values of their constituents above graft, greed and re-election. The short, 

primary marketable commodities may end up being “beans, gun powder and lead.” 

 

For those who run to the profit of precious metals, remember the world needs an additional 13 

million tonnes of gold to balance the status quo.  One may be able to buy gold at today’s spot 

                                                            
1 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/phantasm 
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price; however, if the value of gold is increased to maintain the balance of the status quo, the 

future would see an increase of price by 20,700%. How many dollars in book-entry gold will one 

tender in exchange for a pound of beans, a pound of gun powder, and a pound of lead? 

 

Beans, gun powder, lead and the people fought to escape tyranny which resulted in the formation 

of this great nation and the writing of The Constitution. Our founding fathers stood with all in the 

fight for freedom. In observing many Congressional hearings it is not unusual to see a lot of 

praise, back slapping, and high fiving for what they have given to this nation. Bull honkers, who 

are they trying to convince? Sure ain’t the people! 

 

Many lawmakers say they are just trying to figure out what happened. Delay, Delay, Stall, Stall, 

let me get reelected, set the people up and show me the revolving door to the payoff. Lawmakers 

would rather blame somebody else than to take responsibility and do their job. Me, me, me, now, 

now, for I am on a higher pedestal than the people and I have corporate money to buy my 

election. 

 

I thank the mentors who taught me because they taught me well.  It has enabled my work to gain 

the following of millions. I never had a personal ambition to arise to this chair, but I will 

continue to do what is required to help the interests of those who benefit from my work. 

 

Congress is down to days in making a decision that will affect this country and all the children to 

come. Forget not, sometime in the future, one of those children condemned to servitude may be 

the one to ask God to forgive you and to free you soul from eternal damnation.  

 

Will the child kick the can down the road and let you roast forever? 

 

This Earth exists, life exists and neither is within mans capability of creation. If one has any 

doubt, look into a mirror and see the phantasm. 

 

Imagine the Headline: 

“God runs for Congress” 


